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with a personal preface of

As metal fans of various styles,
we formed a band in 1984
without a planned idea
of what would become of it.
With sparse knowledge
of the instruments,
we simply beat our soul
out of the body.

We created a brute style, which caused at that time incomprehension
and horror at least in our personal environment,
later also in the commercial media and initially
requested record companies. With the distribution of the first
demos in the tape trader scene, the first concerts and the further increasing
contributions in international fanzines MESSIAH got a sworn fan base in the
underground at that time.

This led to the creation of the first two albums
on our own and a close friend of the band
founded a label specifically for this purpose.
Concerts in Switzerland and abroad followed
and the fan community grew rapidly.
However, the individualism of the band members
became more and more a problem that led
to the band's sudden death.

In 1989, R.B. Brögi started as the only remaining original member MESSIAH
with new musicians again, initially with some changes of the line-up.
Again, the first production of the new material was self-produced
and distributed as a demo tape. This was followed by first live shows
and a record deal under which three albums and two EPs were realized
as well as various performances and three tours in Europe.

Patrick Hersche (B)

R.B. Brögi (G)

Andy Kaina (V)

Steve Karrer (D)

Due to a lineup change before the last album and accompanying
personal differences, MESSIAH dissolved again in 1994.

However, the fidelity of the
ever-growing number of fans around
the world let MESSIAH never forget.
The first two albums have been
reissuing. Only for the fans,
MESSIAH played in 2003 two
exclusive concerts with the line-up
of the second epoch under the title
"Reanimation 2003" without ever
promising a reunion. A DVD and
the reissue of the last three albums
followed this.

After another 14 years since the reanimation in 2003, we met
in a friendly way in the late summer of 2017 for a "Barbecue"
and discussed two live concerts as Secret Shows in Switzerland.
The initially scheduled 20-minutes concert was replaced
by a 50-minutes live show.
These two test shows in Dec. 2017 were great fun
and made us think seriously about a reunion.

MESSIAH is timeless and has never been forgotten
by you - the most loyal fans - despite our long abstinence!
Now is the time to give you back what you deserve
- and only for you –

Live-shows and a new album!
- MESSIAH REUNION definitely decided on
Saturday 06. January 2018 in Zürich
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LINE -UP

R.B. Brögi (G)

Andy Kaina (V)

Steve Karrer (D)

Official Label :

Booking: Roger Wicki
wicked@messiah-thrashingmadness.ch
Merchandise: Roger Wicki
wicked@messiah-thrashingmadness.ch
Internet:
www.messiah-thrashingmadness.ch
Social media:

Facebook Messiah-Official
Instagram messiahthrashingmadness
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UPCOMING SPECTACULAR HEADLINER REUNION-SHOW

Veranstaltung: *MESSIAH Reconciliavit Peccatores*
MESSIAH sind zurück! Die 1984 in Baar
gegründete Band prägte Mitte der
80er Jahre den Thrash- und DeathMetal mit. Bis 1994 veröffentlichten
sie 5 Alben und eine EP. Mit "Hymn to
Abramelin" 1986 und „Choir of
Horrors“ 1991 erschufen sie GenreKlassiker. Nach 24 Jahren kehrt diese
einmalige Band zurück. Die Fans
dürfen sich auf eine energiegeladene
Show freuen. Gespielt werden Songs
aus allen Epochen. Line-up: Remo
„Brögi“ Broggi (g), Steve Karrer (d),
Patrick „Frugi“ Hersche (b) und Andy
Kaina (v). Einzige Headliner Show in
der Deutschschweiz 2018.

CH - GALVANIK ZUG
29. SEPTEMBER 2018
Exklusiv einziges Konzert 2018 in der Deutschschweiz
Tickets: starticket.ch
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